Simply
Eden Quilt

Technique:

Piecing and Quilting

Designed By:

Tula Pink

Brand:

FreeSpirit Fabric

Crafting Time:

Longer Term

There is always that place in the mind to retreat to that
remains wild and free. Eden is a snapshot of that imagined
place made real in fresh, vivid color.-Tula Pink

Finished quilt size: 68" x 841⁄2" (172.72cm x

Skill Level:
Intermediate

214.63cm)

Finished block and half-block size: 111⁄4" x 14"
(28.58cm x 35.56cm) and 55⁄8" x 14" (14.29cm x 35.56cm)

Fabric Requirements:
Eden by Tula Pink
Width/Length of Fabric - WOF/LOF
(A) 3⁄8 yard (.34m) each of 18 different prints. Fabrics with
an asterisk(*) contain motifs to fussy cut block centers, if
desired.
PWTP070.TOURM*, PWTP070.SAPPH*, PWTP070.AMETH*,
PWTP071.MIDNI, PWTP071.AMETH, PWTP072.SHERB*,
PWTP072.ORCHI*, PWTP073.TOMAT, PWTP073.ORCHI,
PWTP073.SAPPH, PWTP074.CERIS, PWTP074.MUSTA,
PWTP075.PEACH, PWTP075.SPROU, PWTP076.MAGEN*,
PWTP076.MOSSX*, PWTP077.SAPPH*, and PWTP077.AMETH*

(B) CSFSESS.CREAM
3 yards (2.74m)
2
(C) PWTP074.CERIS
⁄3 yard (.6m) Binding
(D) PWTP071.TOMAT
51⁄4 yards (4.8m) Backing
*These prints are directional.

Additional Requirements:

FreeSpirit
presents:

Eden by Tula Pink

Coats All-purpose thread
Sewing machine
Rotary cutter/mat/ruler
Iron/pressing board
Basic sewing supplies
76" x 93" (193.04cm x 236.22cm) quilt batting
makeitcoats.com
freespiritfabric.com
FS0465TP
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Simply Eden Quilt
Cutting Instructions
Fabric A from each of 3 assorted prints, cut:
(1) 87⁄8" (22.54cm x 22.54cm ) square, then cut diagonally
in half once (for half blocks)
(1) 81⁄2" (21.59cm x 21.59cm) square
(6) 4" (10.16cm x 10.16cm) squares
(2) 4" (10.16cm x 10.16cm) squares, then cut diagonally in
half twice
Fabric A from each of the 15 remaining prints, cut:
Note: Cut pieces in the order listed. Fussy cut the directional prints 81⁄2" (21.59cm x 21.59cm) Fabric A squares
diagonally, on th bias, so the motifs will be oriented right
side up in the finished quilt.
(2) 81⁄2" (21.59cm x 21.59cm) squares
(6) 4" (10.16cm x 10.16cm) squares
(2) 4" (10.16cm x 10.16cm) squares, then cut diagonally in
half twice
Fabric B, cut:
(72) 51⁄8" (13.0cm x 13.0cm) squares, then cut diagonally in
half once
(108) 4" (10.16cm x 10.16cm) squares
(17) 4" (10.16cm x 10.16cm) squares, then cut diagonally
in half twice
(6) 23⁄8" (6.03cm x 6.03cm) squares, then cut diagonally in
half once
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Fabric C, cut:
(8) 21⁄2" (21.59cm x 21.59cm) strips, for the binding
Fabric D, cut:
(2) 94" x WOF (238.76cm x WOF), piece together lengthwise to measure approximately 82" x 94" (208.28cm x
238.76cm)

2.

3.

Sewing Instructions
Note: Use a 1⁄4" (.64cm) seam allowance throughout.
Blocks:
1. Half-Square Triangle units: Draw two diagonal lines
on the wrong side of a 4" (10.16cm) Fabric B square.
Place the marked square right sides together with a
4" (10.16cm) Fabric A square (Diagram 1). Sew
around all 4 sides using a 1⁄4" (.64cm) seam allowance,
then cut apart on the drawn lines to yield (4) 21⁄2" x
21⁄2" (6.35cm x 6.35cm) half-square triangle units.
Press seams toward Fabric A.

4.

Gather together (4) 51⁄8" (13.0cm) Fabric B triangles,
(2) 4" (10.16cm) Fabric B triangles, 12 matching
half-square triangle units, (4) 4" (10.16cm) Fabric A
triangles (identical Fabric A print as in the half-square
triangle units) and (1) 81⁄2" (21.59cm x 21.59cm)
matching Fabric A square.
Noting orientation, sew three half-square triangles
together in a row (Diagram 2). Press seams open.
Sew a 51⁄8" (13.0) Fabric B triangle to the top edge of
the row to make one segment. Press seam toward the
triangle. Repeat to make a second segment.

Noting reverse placement of the half-square triangle
units, repeat step 3 to make two reverse segments
(Diagram 3).

Note: Handle edges carefully as they are bias edges.
Repeat to make a total of 432 half-square triangle
units.
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Simply Eden Quilt
5.

6.

7.

Sew a 4" (10.16cm) Fabric A triangle to the right
edge of one segment to make Unit A (Diagram 4).
Press seam toward the triangle. Repeat to make a
second Unit A.

Sew a 4" (10.16cm) Fabric A triangle to the left edge
of a reverse segment and a 4" (10.16cm) Fabric B
triangle to the right edge to make a Unit B (Diagram
5). Press seams toward the triangles. Repeat to make
a second Unit B.

Sew a Unit A to opposite sides of the 81⁄2" (21.59cm x
21.59cm) Fabric A square. Press seams toward the
square. Sew a Unit B to the other sides. Press seams
toward the square to make (1) 113⁄4" x 141⁄2" (29.85cm
x 36.83cm) block (Diagram 6).
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8.

Repeat steps 1 through 7 to make a total of 33
blocks.

13. Sew a Unit A to one short edge of an 87⁄8" (22.54cm)
Fabric A triangle. Sew a Unit C to the adjacent short
edge (Diagram 8). Press seams toward the large
triangle. Sew a 23⁄8" (6.03cm) Fabric B triangle to each
corner. Press seams toward the small triangle to make
one half-block. The half-block measures 61⁄8" x 141⁄2"
(15.54cm x 36.83cm). Repeat to make a second
half-block.

Half Blocks:
9. Gather together (4) 51⁄8" (13.0cm) Fabric B triangles,
(4) 23⁄8" (6.03cm) Fabric B triangles, 12 matching
half-square triangle units, (4) 4" (10.16cm) Fabric A
triangles (identical Fabric A print as in the half-square
triangle units) and (2) 87⁄8" (22.54cm) matching Fabric
A triangles.
10. In the same manner as in steps 3 and 4 of the Blocks,
make 2 segments and 2 reverse segments.
11. In the same manner as in step 5 of the Blocks, make 2
A Units.
12. Sew a 4" (10.16cm) Fabric A triangle to the left edge
of a reverse segment to make Unit C (Diagram 7).
Press seam toward the triangle. Repeat to make a
second Unit C.
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14. Repeat steps 1 through 5 to make six half-blocks
(three sets of two matching half-blocks).

Quilt Assembly:
Note: Follow the Quilt Assembly Diagram (Page 5) while
assembling the quilt.
15. Rows 1, 3, and 5: Sew six blocks together to make
one horizontal row. Make three rows. Press row seams
to the left.
16. Rows 2, 4, and 6: Sew five blocks together, then
stitch a matching half-block to each end to make one
horizontal row. Make three rows. Press all row seams
to the right.
17. Sew the rows together in numerical order, matching
seams, to complete the quilt top.
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Finishing:
18. Layer the backing right side down, batting and quilt
top right side up. Baste the layers together and quilt
or tie as desired.
19. Prepare binding from (8) 21⁄2" (6.34cm x WOF) Fabric
C strips. Sew the strips together into one long binding strip. Press strip in half lengthwise with wrong
sides together.
20. Carefully trim backing and batting even with quilt top.
21. Leaving an 8" (20.32cm) tail, align raw edges of the
binding with the raw edges of the quilt top. Sew the
binding to the quilt through all layers, mitering the
corners as you go. Stop approximately 12" (30.48cm)
from where you started. Lay both loose ends of binding flat along the quilt edge, raw edges aligned, so
they meet in the middle of the 12" (30.48cm) opening. Where these two loose ends meet, fold them
back on themselves and finger press to form a crease.
Cut each end 11⁄4" (3.18cm) away from the crease.
Open the strips and place the ends at right angles to
each other, right sides together. Fold the bulk of the
quilt out of the way and sew the strips with a diagonal
seam. Trim the seam to 1⁄4" (.64) and press open. Fold
the strip so the wrong sides are together and finish
sewing binding to quilt.
22. Turn binding to back of quilt and blind stitch in place.
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Simply Eden Quilt
Quilt Assembly Diagram
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Simply Eden Quilt
(A) 18 assorted Eden prints

Fabric Key
Eden by Tula Pink
(A)
PWTP070.TOURM
PWTP070.SAPPH
PWTP070.AMETH
PWTP071.MIDNI
PWTP071.AMETH
PWTP072.SHERB
PWTP072.ORCHI
PWTP073.TOMAT
PWTP073.ORCHI
PWTP073.SAPPH
PWTP074.CERIS
PWTP074.MUSTA
PWTP075.PEACH
PWTP075.SPROU
PWTP076.MAGEN
PWTP076.MOSSX
PWTP077.SAPPH
PWTP077.AMETH

PWTP070.TOURM PWTP070.SAPPH PWTP070.AMETH

PWTP071.MIDNI

PWTP073.ORCHI

PWTP074.MUSTA PWTP075.PEACH

PWTP073.SAPPH

PWTP074.CERIS

PWTP071.AMETH

PWTP072.SHERB

PWTP072.ORCHI

PWTP073.TOMAT

PWTP075.SPROU PWTP076.MAGEN PWTP076.MOSSX

(B) CSFSESS.CREAM
(C) PWTP074.CERIS
(D) PWTP071.TOMAT

PWTP077.SAPPH PWTP077.AMETH
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(B)

(C)

(D)
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